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ABSTRACT
Int J Exerc Sci 3(1): 25-35, 2010. The aim of the present study was to evaluate the independent
relationships of systolic blood pressure recovery (SBPR) with age, sex, body mass index (BMI),
waist circumference (WC), resting heart rate (HR), physical activity, and cigarette smoking in
healthy adults. Subjects performed cycle ergometer exercise at progressive incremental
workloads until subjects reached 80% of their age-predicted maximum HR. Blood pressure (BP)
was measured before exercise (after 10 and 15 minutes of rest), during exercise (at 2-minute
intervals), immediately after exercise (within the first minute) and subsequently at 2-minute
intervals until recovery to baseline. The ratio of third-minute SBP relative to first-minute postexercise SBP was used as the SBPR variable. Our results indicated independent correlations
(p<0.05) between SBPR and age, resting HR, physical activity and cigarette smoking (r =0.473;
0.192; -0.262; 0.102 respectively in males and r =0.113; 0.315; -0.637; 0.104 respectively in females).
BMI associated positively (r =0.106; p<0.01) with SBPR in males but not in females (r =0.092),
while WC was predictive of SBPR in females (r =0.212; p<0.01) but not in males (r =0.005). Age in
men and physical activity in females were the strongest predictors of SBPR. The present findings
in which SBPR is associated with risk factors of cardiovascular abnormalities strengthen the
previously reported significance of SBPR after exercise test as a prognostic tool for the evaluation
of cardiovascular abnormalities. Additionally, it may help clinicians to define and interpret the
mechanisms behind changes in postexercise SBP responses in adults in future investigations.

KEY WORDS: Ergometer exercise, age, physical activity, body mass index, waist
Circumference, resting heart rate, systolic blood pressure ratio
INTRODUCTION
Over the last several years, clinical
evaluation of systolic blood pressure
recovery (SBPR) as a prognostic tool for
diagnosing cardiovascular abnormalities in
patients undergoing exercise testing has
become the subject of interest (17, 25, 27, 29,
38). In these studies, a delay in SBPR is

associated
with
increased
risk
of
cardiovascular diseases such as coronary
artery
disease,
angina
pectoris,
hypertension, acute myocardial infarction
and stroke. The SBPR is evaluated using a
very useful and readily obtainable
parameter, the third minute SBP ratio,
which is defined as the ratio of SBP in 3 min
of recovery relative to either the peak-
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exercise SBP (41), or SBP in 1 min of
recovery (29). However, the third-minute
SBP relative to 1 min post-exercise SBP
(SBPR2) is often preferred to the thirdminute SBP ratio relative to peak-exercise
SBP (SBPR1) because it has the advantage
of the accuracy of blood pressure
measurement (29), since both SBPs can be
obtained only in the recovery state. This
avoids the inaccuracy associated with
exercise blood pressure measurement (12).
A value of the third-minute SBP ratio
relative to 1 min post-exercise SBP greater
than 1.0 is considered a delayed SBP
recovery (29).

smoking are independently related to
postexercise SBPR or not, in Nigerian
adults who performed cycle ergometer
exercise. In addition, we determined which
of these variables best predicts changes in
SBPR.
METHOD
Subjects
Three hundred and thirty seven apparently
healthy, normotensive subjects between the
ages of 18 to 66 years, selected from
students and staff of Igbinedion University,
Okada and residents of Okada town in Edo
state Nigeria, participated in the study. Of
this population, 172 were males and 165
were females. Subjects were randomly
selected based on the results of a structured
health and lifestyle screening questionnaire,
physical
examination,
morphometric
measurements and medical history.
Information on cigarette smoking was
obtained by verbal report from the subjects.
Subjects were classified as smokers or nonsmokers. Physical activity statuses of the
subjects were evaluated using the
international physical activity questionnaire
(IPAQ) for adults (3). The IPAQ comprises
a set of 4 questionnaires which are used to
assess the physical behaviors of participants
at different times and places and the time
spent being physically active in the last 7
days. The reliability and validity of IPAQ
has been tested and results suggest that it is
an acceptable measure of physical activity
in adults (3). Based on the IPAQ scores,
subjects were classified as inactive,
moderately active and highly active. These
scores were recorded as categorical data
(inactive=1; moderately active=2; highly
active=3). Criteria for inclusion in the study
were as follows: (a) ability of a subject to
perform a vigorous cycle ergometer

Since delayed SBPR is a risk factor for
cardiovascular diseases, there is a need to
evaluate the relationships between SBPR
and factors previously associated with
cardiovascular events in order to provide
better basis for defining and interpreting
changes in post-exercise SBP responses to
physical stress in future investigations.
Age, obesity index, resting heart rate (HR),
physical fitness, and cigarette smoking
have been associated with SBP response
during exercise (6), and reported to be risk
factors for hypertension, coronary artery
disease and other cardiovascular events (6,
7). In contrast, post-exercise SBPR has been
shown to indicate age and gender
differences and related to physical fitness
and HR during recovery (9, 10, 27).
However, no study to our knowledge has
associated SBPR with obesity indices (body
mass index (BMI) and waist circumference),
resting HR or cigarette smoking. Similarly,
no study has compared the predictive
strength of the above variables on SBPR.
In the present study, we demonstrated
whether age, sex, BMI, waist circumference,
resting HR, physical activity, and cigarette
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exercise at 80% of age–predicted maximum
HR intensity (b) no prior history of unstable
cardiovascular, peripheral vascular and
respiratory disease, malignancy, and
orthopedic or musculoskeletal disorders (c)
subjects should be nonobese, and nondiabetics (d) subjects should have normal
blood pressure (BP) and HR (e) not taking
medications
that
could
affect
cardiovascular
functions
(f)
not
menstruating at the time of test if female.
Subjects were informed (written and oral)
of the experimental procedures and their
consents
were
obtained
before
participation. The Experiments and Ethics
Committee of the College of Health
Sciences of the Igbinedion University
Okada, Edo State approved the study.

maximum HR (HRmax), after which the
exercise test was terminated. The HRmax
was determined as [HRmax = 208 minus
(0.7 x age)], (40). The rating of perceived
exertion (RPE) to exercise was obtained
using the Borg’s scale (2) immediately after
the exercise protocol.
Anthropometric Measurements
Subject’s height was measured to the
nearest 0.1 cm with the use of stadiometer
(SECA, Hamburg, Germany) with the
shoulders in a relaxed position and the
arms hanging freely. Weight was measured
to the nearest 0.1 kg in light clothing
without shoes using a balance scale. BMI
was calculated as weight (kg) divided by
the square of the height (m2). Waist
circumference was measured twice to the
nearest 0.1 cm using an inelastic and
flexible tape, on a horizontal plane at the
end of normal expiration with subjects
lightly clothed and standing. The mean of
the two measurements was used for
subsequent analysis. Waist circumference
was measured half way between the top of
the iliac crest and the lower rib margin.

Exercise Test
The exercise tests were carried out between
8.00 AM and 11.00 AM in a well-ventilated
room, using a mechanically braked cycle
ergometer (Homeware Ltd, North York,
Ontario, Canada). With the ergometer
cycling protocol, it is easy to obtain reliable
blood pressure measurements especially
during recovery period. The cycle
ergometer usually consists of progressive
incremental workloads that may have
minor effects on SBPs achieved during the
exercise test (27). Participants were
instructed not to consume beverages
containing alcohol or coffee, not to eat a
heavy meal, or participate in any vigorous
physical activity 24 hours before the test.
They were also properly instructed on how
to perform the exercise test with
demonstrations. The exercise protocol
comprised an initial two-minute warm up
at a work load of 20 Watts, followed by a
linear increase of 20 Watts every minute
until the subject reached the targeted
percentage
(80%)
of
age-predicted
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Blood Pressure and Heart Rate Measurements
Resting BP and HR were measured after 10
and 15 minutes of rest, in a seated position
and in a quiet room, one week prior to the
exercise test, using the mercury-column
sphygmomanometer and an automated
upper arm-cuff HR monitor (HEM-712,
Omron Health Care Inc., Vernon Hills,
Illinois) respectively. The resting BP and
HR measurements were used to ascertain
whether a subject had normal BP and HR or
not. Immediately before the exercise test,
subject’s pre-exercise BP and HR were also
measured twice (after 10 and 15 minutes of
rest) when sitting on the cycle ergometer.
During the exercise, BP was measured at
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two-minute intervals and during the last
minute of exercise, as soon as the subject
reached his or her targeted HR. Heart rate
on the other hand, was measured
continuously every minute until the subject
attained the targeted HR equivalent to the
80% HRmax intensity. The peak-exercise BP
and HR were defined as the highest values
achieved at the termination of the exercise.
Further BP measurements were done
immediately after exercise (within the first
minute of recovery) and subsequently at
two-minute intervals until recovery to preexercise level (i.e. measurements were done
at 1, 3, 5, 7,…min). During the post-exercise
BP measurement, subjects were asked to be
in sitting position on the bicycle without
pedaling while the research personnel were
blinded to the test results at baseline and
during exercise. First and third minutes of
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recovery were used to express the periods
of recovery after exercise in this study,
since they were available for all subjects.
We evaluated SBPR using the ratio of third
minute SBP relative to SBP at 1 min of
recovery (29), calculated as 3 min postexercise SBP divided by 1 min post-exercise
SBP. We preferred SBPR2 as our index of
SBPR because both SBPs are obtained only
in the recovery state, thus avoiding the
inaccuracy associated with exercise blood
pressure measurement (12).
Statistical Analyses
Descriptive data are presented as means ±
SD. Data analyses between the gender
groups were performed using the
independent sample t-test. Pearson’s
bivariate correlation test was used to
evaluate the relationships between SBPR2
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and age, BMI, WC, resting HR, physical
activity status, and cigarette smoking.
Independent relationships between SBPR2
and the predictor variables were analyzed
using multiple linear regression with the
SBPR2 as the dependent variable. All
statistics were done using SPSS for
Windows
(Version
16.0).
Statistical
significance was set at p<0.05.
RESULTS

Figure 1. Changes of SBP during recovery periods in
males and females. * = Significant gender difference
(p<0.001).

Demographic
data
and
baseline
characteristics of subjects are as presented
in table 1. The mean ages of the subjects
were 28 ± 13.95 and 27 ± 14.73 years for the
males and the females respectively. Waist
circumference, pre-exercise SBP and preexercise DBP were significantly higher in
males than females. On the other hand,
females indicated higher resting HR than
the males. Body mass index indicated no
significant difference between the genders.

Table 2 shows the exercise test
characteristics of subjects. Men indicated
significantly higher peak-exercise SBP,
peak-exercise DBP, SBPR1, and SBPR2 than
did the women. Peak exercise HR and
rating of perceived exertion indicated no
significant differences between the genders.
Changes of SBP as it falls from peakexercise to baseline during recovery are as
shown in figure 1. At 1 minute of recovery,
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SBP declined to 164 mmHg for males, and
173 mmHg for females, while at 3 minutes
of recovery, the data indicated 140 mmHg
and 141 mmHg for males and females
respectively.

associated significantly
variables except BMI.

all

the

Combining the data for men and women,
we evaluated the independent association
between gender and SBPR. A multiple
regression analysis indicated a significant
and independent relationship between
gender and SBPR2 (r = 0.248; p<0.001).

Table 3 shows a bivariate correlation
analysis between SBPR2 and age, BMI, waist
circumference, resting HR, physical activity
status, and cigarette smoking in males and
females. In both gender groups, all
variables indicated significant and positive
relationships with SBPR2 except physical
activity status, which was negatively
associated with SBPR2.

DISCUSSION
Our findings indicated that, in both
genders, age, resting HR, and cigarette
smoking
were
independently
and
positively associated with SBPR, while
physical
activity
indicated
negative
association with SBPR; body mass index,
and waist circumference were predictive of
SBPR in at least one gender-specific group.
Age in males and physical activity in
females were the best predictors of SBPR.

Table 4 reveals a multiple regression
analysis to evaluate the independent
relationship between SBPR2 and age, BMI,
waist circumference, resting HR, physical
activity status, and cigarette smoking in
males and females. In men, all the variables
except waist circumference remained
significantly predictive of SBPR2 after
adjusting for each other. In women, SBPR2
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Changes in SBPR are thought to be due to
changes in systemic vascular resistance (25,
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activities (25, 27), and baroreflex sensitivity
(34). Similarly, SBPR has been reported to
indicate age and gender differences and
related to physical fitness and HR recovery
(9, 10, 27). Blunted or delayed recovery of
SBP after exercise is also associated with
increased risk of cardiovascular diseases
(17, 25, 27, 29, 38).

factors as already stated above are
associated with SBPR after exercise and
may help explain the independent
relationship observed between age and
SBPR in the present study.
Overweight and obesity have been
previously related to blood pressure
response during exercise (4) but not to postexercise SBPR. Previous studies (23, 24)
have consistently shown that both absolute
total fat and adipose tissue distribution are
closely associated with the risk of diabetes,
hypertension,
hyperlipidaemia
and
cardiovascular diseases. BMI appears to be
the best and most cited index for obesity
because it approximates adiposity and fat
distribution in adults (36). It is also
considered a strong predictor of metabolic
risks (39). Recent studies have also
suggested that waist circumference is the
best index of abdominal visceral adipose
tissue (33) and may also be the best index
for predicting cardiovascular risks (35).

In
the
present
study,
age
was
independently and positively related to
SBPR in males and females. Age has been
previously associated with blood pressure
responses (12). Age differences have also
been found in SBPR after exercise with the
older subjects indicating slower SBP
recovery than younger adults (10). Changes
observed in blood pressure responses due
to advancing age are suggested to be due to
increase in systemic vascular resistance (26,
31), decrease in parasympathetic activity
(8), elevated sympathetic activity (37),
decline in physical fitness (14), and reduced
baroreflex sensitivity (22) in older adults.
Ageing is also related to increased risk of
cardiovascular diseases (26, 31). These
International Journal of Exercise Science
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The
present
data
demonstrated
independent and positive relationships
between SBPR and BMI in males, and waist
circumference in females. These findings
show that an increase in level of adiposity
will lead to increase in SBPR2 (slower SBPR)
and also suggest that BMI was the better
obesity index that explained variations in
SBPR in males while waist circumference
best predicted SBPR in females. Our
findings concur with previous studies
which have shown that central obesity is
more closely associated with cardiovascular
risks than general obesity in women (19,
30), while general obesity best predicts
cardiovascular risks in men (19).

to exercise (32) and generally regarded as a
very
important
risk
factor
for
cardiovascular diseases. The rate at which
SBP declines after exercise is suggested to
be a reflection of a person’s level of physical
activity and fitness; a more rapid decline
indicates a higher level of physical fitness,
and a greater decrease in SBP from peak
exercise to the recovery may reflect good
aerobic capacity (27). In the present study, a
higher physical activity level of subjects
was associated with faster SBPR and
consistent with the previous studies. The
mechanisms
behind
the
observed
relationship between physical activity and
SBPR are not very clear. However, this may
be connected with the effect of exercise
training in improving vascular endothelial
functions and vasodilatory capabilities,
hence a decrease in systemic vascular
resistance (16, 28).

The present data indicated that the SBP
recovery
ratios
consistently
related
positively to resting HR in both genders.
This indicates that a low resting HR will
result in faster SBPR and vice versa. No
previous study to our knowledge has
associated resting HR to SBPR. The present
result however was expected since changes
in blood pressure are usually mediated by
the baroreflex mechanism via HR changes
(13). The baroreflex mediated response of
HR to changes in arterial blood pressure
indicates the capacity of reflex cardiac
autonomic modulation (20). Furthermore,
low resting HR has been reported to be a
partial surrogate for good conditioning and
regular exercise (6) and reflects good health
(1), whereas higher values are related to
higher cardiovascular mortality (15).
Similarly, faster SBPR after exercise has
been previously related to higher physical
activity and fitness level (27), while a
delayed (slower) SBPR is associated with
increased risk of cardiovascular diseases.

Cigarette smoking has been shown to
increase blood pressure and HR, decrease
exercise tolerance and is associated with
cardiovascular diseases such as coronary
heart disease, stroke, and peripheral
vascular diseases (18). However no study
has associated cigarette smoking with
SBPR. In this study, cigarette smoking
indicated
independent
and
positive
associations with delayed SBP recovery in
both genders. Smokers showed 0.10 higher
SBPR2 than non-smokers in both genders.
These results may be a reflection of poor
response of SBP to exercise in poorly
conditioned smokers. The mechanism by
which smoking slows down SBP recovery is
not well understood, but it is thought that
smoking through the activities of nicotine
and carbon monoxide contributes to the
aggravation and acceleration of arterial
wall stiffness and inelasticity (18), thus
increasing systemic arterial resistance.

The level of physical activity has been
previously associated with SBP responses
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In order to determine the relationship
between gender and SBPR, we combined
the data for men and women to perform a
multiple regression analysis adjusting for
all the other variables. Our data showed
that men showed 0.25 higher SBPR2 than
women. This result indicates that women
demonstrated faster SBPR than men and
inconsistent with our previous study (9).
Previous studies (25, 27) have suggested
that SBP recovery will be delayed with
increased
sympathetic
activity
and
attenuated vagal reactivation. It has also
been reported that at all ages women have
been found to have reduced sympathetic
activity and enhanced parasympathetic
activity
relative
to
men
(21).
Epidemiological
studies
have
also
demonstrated a gender difference in the
incidence of cardiovascular disease, with
women, particularly younger women, at
much
lower
risk
of
developing
cardiovascular disease than their agematched men (5). These facts support our
present findings in which women indicated
faster SBPR than males.

Limitations of study: Our study involved
adults who performed ergometer exercise
tests at a submaximal level (vigorous
exercise intensity). In addition, we
evaluated systolic blood pressure recovery
during inactive exercise recovery mode.
Our study therefore may not apply to SBP
recovery from other exercise types and
intensities; or to other cycling exercise
recovery modes. Further studies are
therefore recommended in these areas.
In summary, the present study indicated
independent relationships between SBP
recovery and variables known to associate
with cardiovascular abnormalities such as
age, BMI and waist circumference, resting
HR, physical activity, and cigarette
smoking in at least one gender-specific
group of apparently healthy adults. These
findings strengthen the previously reported
prognostic importance of post-exercise SBP
recovery in diagnosing cardiovascular
abnormalities in healthy adults undergoing
exercise stress tests. Additionally, it will
provide a better basis on which to define
and interpret the mechanisms behind
changes in post-exercise SBP responses in
healthy adults undergoing stress tests in
future investigations.

It is noteworthy that among all the
variables studied, age in men and physical
activity in women indicated the strongest
associations with SBPR. Previous studies
(11, 27) have demonstrated the importance
and influence of age and physical activity
on SBPR but none to our knowledge has
compared the strength of associations of
predictive variables with SBP recovery. The
present findings therefore may suggest that
age in men and physical activity status in
females should be given more importance
when evaluating changes in SBP recovery
and during screening of associated
cardiovascular events. Further studies are
however needed to strengthen these
findings.
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